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CUSTOMER REVIEWS AND TERMS OF USE These terms of use apply to your customer service behavior for customer reviews and reviews offered by SAMSUNG (the CRR service). To the extent that there is a conflict between SAMSUNG's privacy policy and these terms of use, these terms of use are determined with
respect to the CRR service. By submitting content to SAMSUNG, you cert for and warrant that: you are the sole author and owner of its intellectual property rights; all moral rights you have in such content have been voluntarily waived by you; all the content you post is accurate; you are at least 13 years old; the use of the
content you provide does not violate these terms of use and will not harm any person or entity. You further agree and guarantee that you will not submit any content that you know is incorrect, incorrect or misleading; infringing copyright, patent, trademark, trade secret or other property rights or rights of publicity or third
party privacy; which contraes any law, statute, regulation or regulation (including, but not limited to, those relating to export control, consumer protection, unfair competition, anti-discrimination or false advertising); that is or may reasonably be considered defamatory, defamatory, hateful, racist or religiously biased or
offensive, unlawfully threatening or unlawfully intimidating to a person or entity; for which you have been compensated or taken into account by third parties; containing all information that refers to other websites, physical addresses, email addresses, contact details or phone numbers; which contains computer viruses,
worms, or other potentially harmful computer programs or files. You agree to allow SAMSUNG (and its parent, affiliates, subsidiaries, agents, joint ventures and external service providers, including but not limited to Bazaarvoice, Inc., and their respective officers, directors and employees), to defuse all claims, claims and
damages (factual and consequential) of any kind, known and unknown, including reasonable attorneys' fees, as a result of a violation of your statements and warranties set forth above, or your violation of any law or the rights of any third party. For all content you submit, grant SAMSUNG a perpetual, global, non-
exclusive, irrevocable, royalty-free, fully transferable right and license to use, copy, modify, delete, modify, publish, translate, create derivative works and/or distribute such content in any form, medium or all over the world without compensation for you. All content you submit can be used at SAMSUNG's discretion. In
accordance with applicable law, SAMSUNG reserves the right to display content on the samsung considers that it violates the content guidelines or any other provision of these terms of use. SAMSUNG does not guarantee that you will use SAMSUNG to edit or remove content you have submitted. Reviews and written
comments are generally posted within two to four working days. However, Samsung reserves the right to remove or deny any submission for any reason in accordance with applicable law. You acknowledge that you, not SAMSUNG, are responsible for the content of your submission. None of the content you submit is
subject to any duty of trust from SAMSUNG, its agents, subsidiaries, affiliates, partners or third-party service providers and their respective directors, officers and employees. By submitting your email address in connection with your review and review, you agree that SAMSUNG and its third-party service providers may
use your email address to contact you about the status of your review and other administrative purposes. 4 of the 4 Top Solutions for Radiant360 R7 see more solutions Get Ready for Service Get ready for mail-in service You should have already received instructions on how to pack your device, but what should you do
before putting it in the box? The next... READ MORE Audio &amp; Sound Samsung TV has low or no audio As beautiful as the image is on your screen, sound remains an important feature, or you won't get the full experience of your favorite show or movie. Luckily, if... READ MORE Audio &amp; Sound Samsung TV
does not perform 5.1 audio through the optical output The optical audio output on the TV is able to turn off 5.1 audio, but only when the TV deciphers the audio signal. Our guide will help you determine when 5.1 will be... READ MORE Audio &amp; Sound Samsung TV has little audio when watching movies A common
complaint when watching movies is that the sound is too low or that the dialogue is too difficult to hear. This is because movies are recorded at a lower volume than the normal TV. This... READ MORE 4 of the 7 Top Solutions for Radiant360 R7 see more solutions Samsung Wireless Audio Radiant 360 R7 - speaker -
wireless | WAM7500/ZA General 360° omni-directional, MultiRoom support (WHA), Ring Radiator Technology, TV SoundConnect technology, remote-controlled Advanced Audio Distribution Profile (A2DP), Hands-Free Profile (HFP) Speaker System Input, Play/Pause, Power on/Off, Volume Audio System AAC, AIFF,
ALAC, FLAC, MP3, OGG, WAV, WMA Power Device Header Samsung Wireless Audio Radiant 360 Network &amp; Internet Multimedia Miscellaneous Advanced Audio Distribution Profile (A2DP), Hands-Free Profile (HFP) Speaker Driver Details (1e speaker) tweeter driver, woofer driver Wireless Connections
Dimensions &amp; Weight Service &amp; Support Service &amp; Support Details Top positive positive positive reviews› K. Ochiai5.0 of the 5 starSurprising Amount of Sound From a FootballReviewed in the United States on May 10, 2017I started with an R3 and R5, but the R7 is definitely the one to get. It's expensive
and a bit odd looking, but it has a dynamic and balanced sound. Lots of bottom punch and it can play very loudly without deforming. However, it takes a long time to fully break in. The tweeter sounds flat and veiled for more than 30 hours before opening. At first I thought I made a very expensive mistake, and wanted to
get rid of it. When it finally broke in, the middle and high and full ones opened. Detail and vocals have a natural sound without overly tinned high and high ropes or spitting vocals. Also the R7 is very picky about your Bluetooth and MP3 player. It sounds great on my Samsung Galaxy S5 using PowerAmp, but sounds flat
when using Pulsar Pro and Neutron Player. {{tradeInResult.displayModelName}} {{tradeInResult.discountText1}} {{tradeInResult.discountText2}} {{tradeInResult.discountText3}} {{tradeInResult.description}} Top positive reviewAll positive reviews› K. Ochiai5.0 of the 5 starSurprising Amount of Sound From a
FootballReviewed in the United States on May 10, 2017I started with an R3 and R5, but the R7 is definitely the one to get. It's expensive and a bit odd looking, but it has a dynamic and balanced sound. Lots of bottom punch and it can play very loudly without deforming. However, it takes a long time to fully break in. The
tweeter sounds flat and veiled for more than 30 hours before opening. At first I thought I made a very expensive mistake, and wanted to get rid of it. When it finally broke in, the middle and high and full ones opened. Detail and vocals have a natural sound without overly tinned high and high ropes or spitting vocals. Also
the R7 is very picky about your Bluetooth and MP3 player. It sounds great on my Samsung Galaxy S5 using PowerAmp, but sounds flat when using Pulsar Pro and Neutron Player. You connect the product to a Bluetooth device to enjoy the music stored in your Bluetooth device. 1. Open the notification panel by swiping
from the top of the screen to the bottom, and then turn on your smart device's Bluetooth function and select Search. 2. Select the [Samsung] R7 or [Samsung] R6. The Bluetooth connection between the smart device and the product is made. ✔ A Bluetooth device can cause noise or interference, depending on usage,
when: - A part of your body is in contact with the receiving/transmitting system of the Bluetooth device or product. - It is subject to electrical variation of obstacles caused by a wall, angle, or by Partitioning. - It is exposed to electrical interference from the same frequency band devices, including medical equipment,
microwave ovens, and wireless LAN's. ✔ pair the product with the Bluetooth device while it is close together. ✔ ✔ bluetooth connection mode is lost if the distance between the product and the Bluetooth device exceeds 10 meters. ✔ This product may cause electrical interference while using it. ✔ The product supports
SBC data (44.1kHz, 48kHz). ✔ The AVRCP function is not supported. ✔ Only connect to a Bluetooth device that supports the A2DP function (AV). ✔ you do not connect to a Bluetooth device that only supports the HF (HandsFree) function. ✔ Only one Bluetooth device can be paired at a time. ✔ If you unplug the
product, the Bluetooth connection will be terminated. To restore the connection, plug the product into an outlet and reset the Bluetooth connection. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59
60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143
144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215
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